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Forty-five years ago today, Americans were
fixated on a news story of a nuclear accident
at Three Mile Island. Despite not a single
person suffering “adverse effects” — not to
mention dying — the media used sensational
coverage to contribute to the
misconceptions and irrational fear about one
of the most efficient, effective, and safest
sources of clean energy. 

Also in this episode: 

@ 11:30 | Damning internal files have been leaked about the association (WPATH) that provides
standards for transgender-related procedures and protocols.

@ 22:18 | Satanists are suing a Memphis school district for making it difficult to have an After School
Satan Club. 

@ 33:08 | John Birch Society research manager Christian Gomez discusses good news on the Con-Con
front.  

RELATED

Read “Three Mile Island Revisited.”

Watch “U.S. Needs to Ratchet Up Natural Gas, Oil, and Nuclear Energy Sectors: Frank Lasee.”

CLICK HERE to take action with the JBS’s “Support Rescinding New Hampshire’s Con-Con
Applications” legislative alert.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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